
 

Software Architecture and Larger 
System Design Issues
Lecture 4: Life cycles of concurrent actors
Topics:

• The “life cycle” of actors and their impact on 
architectural design

• Segue into finite-state modeling for architectural 
analysis



 

Simple Thread collaboration

class Runnable
{
public:
  virtual int run() = 0;
};

class DetachedThread
{
public:
  int start(Runnable*);

protected:
Runnable* activeObject;
...

};



 

Simple Thread collaboration

class Runnable
{
public:
  virtual int run() = 0;
};

class DetachedThread
{
public:
  int start(Runnable*);

protected:
Runnable* activeObject;
...

};

Spawns thread and 
invokes run on the 
Runnable object



 

Hello-Goodbye Application

class Emitter : Runnable
{
public:
  Emitter(const string& s) : word(s) {}

  int run()
  {
    for (;;) cout << word << endl;
    return 0;
  }

protected:
  string word;
};



 

Answer (continued)

int main(int, char*[])
{
  DetachedThread t;
  Emitter hello("Hello");
  Emitter goodbye("Goodbye");

  t.start(&hello);
  goodbye.run();

  return 0;
}



 

DetachedThread: Scenario 1

... ...

Main thread
(goodbye)

Spawned thread
(hello)



 

DetachedThread: Scenario 2

...

Main thread

Spawned thread



 

DetachedThread: Scenario 3

...

Spawned thread

Main thread

Caveat: When the 
main thread returns, it 
invokes exit, which 
kills the parent 
process, thus killing all 
threads



 

What happens at the end of a thread’s 
life?

Detached threads:
– When thread-entry function (e.g., the run method of 

an object) returns, the thread is reclaimed by the OS
– No way for any other threads to be made aware of or 

otherwise synchronize on this event

Joinable threads:
– Provide rendezvous facilities for synchronizing thread 

completion with other threads
– Example: Main thread might reach a point where it 

must wait for the spawned thread to complete its task
– Threads are typically spawned as joinable by default



 

Joinable thread interface

class JoinableThread
{
public:
  int start(Runnable*);
  int join();

protected:
Runnable* activeObject;
...

};



 

Rendezvousing with an attached thread

int main(int, char*[])
{
  JoinableThread t;
  Emitter hello("Hello");
  Emitter goodbye("Goodbye");

  t.start(&hello);
  goodbye.run();

  t.join();
  return 0;
}

Main thread will block 
here until spawned thread 
terminates



 

Spawning a joinable thread to perform 
a finite task

Threads rendezvous 
here. Main thread will 
wait for the spawned 
thread if necessary.

Spawned thread

Main thread



 

Class ACE_Thread_Manager

Object that coordinates groups of threads
Two major operations:

– spawn: Creates a new thread, passing it a function 
and function parameter to use as the new thread’s 
entry point

– wait: Blocks the caller until all managed threads 
complete

Using wait, the calling thread may rendezvous 
with any of the spawned threads



 

Example: Spawning and rendezvous

int main(int, char*[])
{
 ThreadManager tm;
 Task taskActor; // Class Task derives from Runnable
 ...

 tm.spawn(start, &taskActor);

 ... main thread does some work ...

 return tm.wait();
}



 

Example: Spawning and rendezvous

New thread is createdint main(int, char*[])
{
 ThreadManager tm;
 Task taskActor; // Class Task derives from Runnable
 ...

 tm.spawn(start, &taskActor);

 ... main thread does some work ...

 return tm.wait();
}



 

Example: Spawning and rendezvous

Rendezvous between main 
thread and spawned threads; 
like calling join on each of the 
spawned threads

int main(int, char*[])
{
 ThreadManager tm;
 Task taskActor; // Class Task derives from Runnable
 ...

 tm.spawn(Task::start, &taskActor);

 ... main thread does some work ...

 return tm.wait();
}



 

Supporting definitions

class Task : public Runnable
{
public:
  static void* start(void* obj);
  int run() {...}
  ...
};

void* Task::start(void* obj)
{
  Task* actor = static_cast<Task*>(obj);
  return reinterpret_cast<void*>(actor->run());
}



 

Ugly, but sadly necessary...

void* Task::start(void* obj)
{
  Task* actor = static_cast<Task*>(obj);
  return reinterpret_cast<void*>(actor->run());
}

An artifact of the low-level API for creating POSIX 
threads, the start function must take an object of 
most general type (void*) and returns the same; 
must be adapted for use to power a particular kind of 
actor.



 

Question

How would we modify this general pattern if the 
main thread cedes control to a GUI event 
dispatcher, such as Fl::run()?



 

One possible answer

int main(int, char*[])
{
 ThreadManager tm;
 Task taskActor;
 ...

 tm.spawn(start, &taskActor);

 ... configure GUI objects ...

 int ERROR_CODE = Fl::run();
 return tm.wait();
}



 

Question

Which error code should be returned?  The GUI’s 
or the spawned task’s?  What if both return an 
error code?



 

Question

In this example, when the user closes the last 
window, the application will continue until the 
spawned task is complete.

How could we make the closing of this last window 
force the spawned task to complete?



 

Termination points

Generally unsafe for one actor to forcibly stop another 
actor at an arbitrary point

Safer technique is to design a termination protocol:
– Actors may request another actor to terminate
– Other actor may choose to honor such a request 

once it reaches a safe termination point



 

Idiom for designing terminable actors

Provide a public terminate operation, which sets 
a flag when invoked

Implement run method to:

– identify termination points that will be entered 
with some frequency

– upon entry to each termination point, check if 
flag has been set, and if so, return from run 
with some kind of status code



 

Example

const unsigned SUCCESSFUL_COMPLETION = 0;
const unsigned SUCCESSFUL_TERM = 1;

class Task : public Runnable
{
public:
  Task();
  void terminate();
  int run();

protected:
  bool termRequest;
  bool cleanup();
  ...
};



 

Implementation (continued)

int Task::run()
{
  ... do some work ...

  if (termRequest) {
    cleanup();
    return SUCCESSFUL_TERM;
  }

  ... do more work ...

  return SUCCESSFUL_COMPLETION;
}



 

One possible answer

int main(int, char*[])
{
 ThreadManager tm;
 Task taskActor;
 ...

 tm.spawn(start, &taskActor);

 ... configure GUI objects ...

 Fl::run();
 taskActor.terminate();
 return tm.wait();
}



 

Question

What if we wanted the spawned task, upon 
completion, to cause the main thread to 
terminate?



 

Possible solution

class GuiEventDispatcher : ...
{
public:
  void terminate();

  int run()
  {
    while (Fl::check() && !termRequest) {
      Fl::wait(...);
    }
    cleanup();
    return termRequest ? SUCCESSFUL_TERMINATION :
                         SUCCESSFUL_COMPLETION;
  }
};



 

More policy questions

Need every actor be terminable?
Might there be times when a termination request 

could not be honored?  Should this be 
communicated to requestor?

Which thread should delete a shared object?
When is it safe for a thread to delete a shared 

object?
What about a hybrid architecture, with multiple 

threads and where GuiEventDispatcher is 
periodically ceding control to subordinate tasks?



 

Architectural design constraints

Variations of architectural policy dramatically 
impact the behavior of the system:
– Safety:

• Example: Does the system contain data races?
• Example: Might the system deadlock?
• Example: Might system terminate in an 

undesirable way?

– Efficiency:
• Example: Is lock contention dominating execution 

time?
• Example: Is concurrency being fully exploited?



 

Architectural modeling and analysis

Designs are highly sensitive to changes in 
architectural constraints or policies

Doomsday scenario:
“After spending twenty months of effort developing an 

application, we discovered [during integration testing] 
that 90% of the system resources were being 
consumed by context switches due to fine-grain 
locking.  The company went bankrupt before we were 
able to roll out a system based on a more sound 
architecture.”

Can be avoided via architectural modeling and 
analysis
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